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	Explore a ton of powerful Mac OS X UNIX commands


	This handy, compact guide teaches you to use Mac OS X UNIX systems as the experts do: from the command line. Try out more than 1,000 commands to find and get software, monitor system health and security, and access network resources. Apply the skills you learn from this book to troubleshoot networks, lock down security, and uncover almost anything you care to know about your Mac OS X system.


	Expand your Mac OS X UNIX expertise in these and other areas:

	
		
			Using the shell

	
	
		
			Finding online software

	
	
		
			Working with files

	
	
		
			Playing with music and images

	
	
		
			Administering file systems

	
	
		
			Backing up data

	
	
		
			Checking and managing running processes

	
	
		
			Accessing network resources

	
	
		
			Handling remote system administration

	
	
		
			Locking down security

	



	About the Author




	Christopher Negus served for eight years on development teams for the UNIX operating system at the AT&T labs, where UNIX was created and developed. He also worked with Novell on UNIX and UnixWare development. Chris is the author of the bestselling Fedora and Red Hat Linux Bible series, Linux Toys II, Linux Troubleshooting Bible, and Linux Bible 2008 Edition. He now works as a trainer for Red Hat Enterprise Linux, and is RHEL certified.


	Francois Caen hosts and manages business application infrastructures through his company Turbosphere LLC. As an open-source advocate, he has lectured on OSS network management and Internet services, and served as president of the Tacoma Linux User Group. He is a Red Hat Certified Engineer (RHCE).


	Thomas Myer is a consultant, speaker, and writer. He has become closely involved with various aspects of Mac OS X and iPhone programming. He has switched his entire web development business to Mac-based systems.
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HTML5 Programming for ASP.NET DevelopersApress, 2012

	HTML5 Programming for ASP.NET Developers teaches you to harness the power and flexibility of HTML5 in your ASP.NET Web Forms and ASP.NET MVC applications. Focusing on the programmable features of HTML5 that will be most useful to you as an ASP.NET developer, this book will take you straight to the heart of what you can get out of...
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Project Management DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Learn Project Management on time and under budget! "Project Management Demystified" is valuable for both the novice project manager and the experienced. For the novice, it is a great way to understand PM basics in an easy-to-understand and practical way. Personalized stories demonstrate both what to do and what not to do. Experienced...
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Windows Vista: The L Line, The Express Line to LearningJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Welcome to Windows Vista: The L Line, The Express Line to Learning.

This book is one in a new tutorial series from Wiley Publishing created for independent learners, students, and teachers. Whether you are learning (or teaching) in a classroom setting or gaining new skills while you explore Windows Vista for fun, this book is for you. As...
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Learning Python Networking: A complete guide to build and deploy strong networking capabilities using Python 3.7 and Ansible , 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Achieve improved network programmability and automation by leveraging powerful network programming concepts, algorithms, and tools

	
		Key Features

		
			Deal with remote network servers using SSH, FTP, SNMP and LDAP protocols.
	
			Design multi threaded and event-driven architectures...
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LabVIEW Graphical ProgrammingMcGraw-Hill, 2006

	Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product.


	LabVIEW is an award-winning programming language that allows engineers to create "virtual" instruments on their...
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Atlas of Regional Anatomy of the Brain Using MRI: With Functional CorrelationsSpringer, 2005

	A unique review of the essential topographical anatomy of the brain from an MRI perspective, correlating high-quality anatomical plates with high-resolution MRI images. The book includes a historical review of brain mapping and an analysis of the essential reference planes used. It provides a detailed review of the sulcal and the gyral...
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